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ABSTRACT 
 

Self Esteem Questionnaire for data collection and questionnaires were filled Khashgry AGQ.All 
three groups were tested after training. Data analyzed with MANCOVA, results showed 
significant differences with regard to average, with 99 percent confidence expressing in skills 
training anger management effective on self-esteem and aggression of male prisoners. The 
problem-solving skill training has confirmed on aggression and self-esteem of male prisoners. 
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1-INTRODUCTION 

     
Therefore, psychological and social interest to control anger is a significant historical 

background (Borjali, 2008). Anger is the basic concept in many theories of personality pathology and 
personality disorders, Drug abuse, Hypochondriasis, Paranoid, depression and impulsivity has been 
emphasis as a highly influential element (Panyly, 2005) (Yavrian et al, 2007). Posts (2002) study also 
showed that women's anger may even lead to destructive behavior (Borjali, 2008). Note that the level 
of impulsivity in the normal population of Iran to the west of the normal population has a higher level 
(Ekhtiari, 2009).views, expectations and daily problems, especially in interpersonal relationships as 
being more effective (Aghazadeh, 2001) Man in critical interactions with the social environment will 
be eligible for certain traits. Repetition and practice the behaviors, skills create. Researchers believe 
that some of the skills-based activities to promote mental health will result. Life skills training in the 
prevention of violence and crime is also efficient. In a violence prevention program to 135 students 
were trained in problem-solving skills. (Gay Male et al, 2004, quoted Motaby, 2008). Research results 
showed that the experimental group problem-solving skills training, acquisition of this skill than the 
control group increased. (Kaplan et al, 1992). Also, the education and training to deal with anxiety, 
communication skills, and such results were obtained. The Passion (2003), in their study concluded that 
interpersonal problem-solving skills, positive social relationships with peers, positive relationship 
between hope and sympathy (Aghajani, 2001). 

 
2- RESEARCH METHOD 

   
  Self Esteem Questionnaire for data collection and questionnaires were filled aggression AGQ. 
Research tools are social. Scale internal consistency and validity of this approach as it has been 
approved repeatedly converge and diverge. Cronbach's alpha coefficient of more than 0/8 is reported. 
Cooper Smith in 1981 in the last three years to help the credit of the retest coefficient 0/8 is reported. 
Ahvaz Aggression Questionnaire (AGQ): This questionnaire consists of 30 articles by Najarian at 
Shahid Chamran University, and was seeking funding. The scoring scale of 30, four options for each 
question (never, rarely, sometimes, and always) is the weight of the order is 0,1,2,3. Questionnaire, 
which is negatively charged, except for Article 18 any person in the test scores higher than average (5 / 
42), it is much more aggressive. 
 

3- RESULTS 
 

Table 1 - Evaluation of presumptive equality of variance 
 

 F d.f1 d.f2 sig 
Self-esteem post test 525/2 1 38 0/120 
Aggression post test 656/2 1 38 0/111 
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Table 2- Test Forum 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To check matrix is homogenous variance - covariance, the result shows that it is meaningful, 
then f is homogenous of variance and covariance matrices are not the question. 
 

Table 3 - Distribution of the test scores (adjusted) problem-solving skills 
 

SD  Mean   Depended 
0/729 36/807 Excremental Self-esteem post test 

0/729 19/443 control 

1/712 41/388 Excremental Aggression postest 

1/712 59/312 control 

 
Table 4 - Measurement of the Lambda test solution wekels 

 

Effect Value F d.f Error df Sig Eta 
Wekels 

Lumbada groups 
0/306 39/730 2 35 0/000 0/694 

Wekels test 
Self esteem 

lumbada 

0/306 39/659 2 35 0/000 0/694 

wekels 
Aggression 

lumbada 

0/741 6/130 2 35 0/000 0/259 

 
Value (0/694) demonstrates skills in problem solving are a variable. Value (0/694) represents 

the effect of training is done in much esteem. Value (0/295) represents the amount of aggression is 
done. Effect size than that of the 0/14 indicates that the effect is large. 
 

Table 5 - Statistical analysis between experimental and control groups 
 

 Sum of square d.f M.S F sig 
Self esteem 

Error      
507/379 
374/244 

1 
36 

507/309 
10/729 

48/396 0/000 

 
Given the calculated f (f=48/396 sig=0/000) such a significant level of alpha bin porridge 

(0/025) is less significant with respect to the calculated f, we conclude that the life skills training self-
esteem is most effective. 
 

Table 6 - Statistical analysis between experimental and control groups 
 

 Sum of squar d.f M.S F sig 
Agreesion  3010/386 1 3010/386 53/066 0/000 

Error      2042/250 36 56/729 
 

Given the calculated f (f=53/066, sig=0/000) such a significant level of alpha bin porridge 
(0/025) is less significant with respect to the calculated f, we conclude that the life skills training 
effective rates of aggression 
 

Table 7 - Evaluation of presumptive equality of variance 
 

 F d.f1 d.f2 sig 
Selfesteem post test 683/1 1 38 0/202 
Agreesion posttest 683/1 1 38 0/113 

 
Table 8- Test Forum 

 

Boxsm 655/4 
F 463/1 
d.f1 3 
d.f2 599/2 E5 
Sig 0/222 

Boxsm 0/807 
F 0/254 

d.f1 3 
d.f2 595/2E5 
Sig 859/0 
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Homogeneous matrices Is for variance - covariance, the result shows that it is meaningful, 
then f is homogeneous variance and covariance matrices are not the question. 
 

Table 9- Distribution of scores adjusted anger management skills 
 

SD  Mean   Depended 
689/0 24/424 Excremental Selfesteem post test 

689/0 19/976 control 

1/6412 46/107 Excremental Aggression postest 

1/641 59/693 control 

 
Table 10-- Effect of the lambda test anger management skills 

  

Effect Value F d.f Error df Sig Eta 
Wekels 
Lumbada groups 

0/392 37/149 2 35 0/000 0/608 

Wekels test 
Self esteem lumbada 

0/344 33/396 2 35 0/000 0/656 

wekels 
Aggression lumbada 

0/666 8/794 2 35 0/000 0/334 

 
Value (0/608) done in the mix is changing. Value (0/606) represents the effect of training is 

done at the rate of self-esteem. Value (0/334) done on the effects of the aggression. As a result of 
higher than 0/14 indicates that the effect is much. 

  
Table11- Statistical analysis between experimental and control groups 

 

 Sum of squar       d.f M.S F sig 

Self-esteem 184/598 1 184/598 20/117 0/000 
Error      330/384 36 9/176 
 

The calculated f (20/117, sig=0/000) the significance level alpha bin porridge (0/025) being 
significantly smaller than the calculated f, we conclude that life-management skills Wrath of the 
effective self-esteem. 
 

Table12- Statistical analysis between experimental and control groups 
 

 Sum of squar d.f M.S F sig 
Self-esteem 1721/995 1 3010/386 33/108 0/000 

Error      1872/428 36 52/012 
 

The calculated f (33/108, sig=0/000) the significance level alpha bin porridge (0/025) being 
significantly smaller than the calculated f, we conclude that life-management skills resent the amount 
of aggression is effective. 
 
4- Conclusion 

 
     To provide clinical interventions for people, who suffer from clinical anger, is a challenging 
action. Behavior, schizophrenia, bipolar mood disorders, cognitive disorders - brain, impulsivity and 
conditions of the various lesions are observed. The central feature of a wide range of issues in the 
clinical context, it means activation, and the experience that, without proper control can occur. In other 
words, in these clinical conditions, the arousal of anger and operate efficiently in the short and long 
term, there is a fundamental inconsistency (Novako and Taylor 2005). However, over the decades, the 
primary treatment for people with development disabilities, challenging them to focus on behavior and 
emotional problems were neglected by their internal (Novako and Tyler, 2005) 
     Anger is linked with the identity of the person and simply will not give up and the failure of 
intellectual functioning, anger openly challenges the views of clients and therapists can increase 
(Taylor 2010).     And this fact, the development of therapeutic interventions and those covered by the 
low intensity of anger and hurt, will justify. Development of attitudes and patterns of cognitive, social 
and behavioral skills training efforts have failed and the positive effects of anger management training 
programs have been documented by many researchers. Yet in our society to promote the importance of 
monitoring skills, anger management is not considered human. (Navidi, 2008). 
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